
DIGITAL CERTIFICATES 

Product Summary 

IGC Basic Assurance Affiliated Certificates for Software or Hardware 
are issued under the IdenTrust Global Common Certification 
Authority Policy program and are cross-certified under the U.S 
Federal PKI Common Policy Framework. The IGC Federal Bridge 
Certified Certificates are accepted by government agencies and 
used by individuals who are affiliated with a sponsoring 
organization to securely conduct business in a digital world. The 
Software Certificate is safely stored in the browser certificate store 
on your local PC or laptop and can only be used on a single device. 
The Hardware Certificate is bound and stored on a FIP 140-2 
compliant hardware device (USB token, Smart card, or other 
approved hardware device). The Hardware Certificate can be used 
with multiple PCs or laptops if they have the ActivID® software 
installed. 

Identity 
Authentication 

Method: 
Your identity must be vrified by a Notary Public or 
Trusted Agent

Identity Proofing 
Requirements: 

Provide personal identifying information for proof of 
identity and sponsoring organization 

Forms Packet 
Requirements: 

Yes, You are required to submit a forms packet with your 
application 

Trust Model: This certificate is both publicly and government trusted 

Assurance Level: Basic Assurance 

Certificate Type: This is an affiliated certificate 

Validity Period: 
Available for up to a three (3) years. EPCS and Hardware- 
based certificates are offered for two (2) years only. 

Storage Type: Software - Browser certificate store on a single PC or laptop. 
Hardware – certificate stored on a FIP 140-2 device

Availability for Non 
- U.S. Residents: 

Yes, This certificate is available to applicants in a 
limited number of foreign countries. View the IGC 
Foreign Country list.

IGC Basic Assurance 
Affiliated Certificate

The IGC Basic Assurance Affiliated 
certificate is acceptable for use 
with Healthcare, Government 
agencies, eNotary, Digital Signing 
and Encryption, etc, where a 
sponsoring Organization is required. 

Healthcare prescribers that 
participate in the Electronic 
Prescriptions for Controlled 
Substances (EPCS) program or 
professionals that need to prove 
their identity and are required to be 
affiliated with a sponsoring 
organization. 

Agencies and Professionals that 
submit digitally signed and sealed 
documents to government agencies 
for processing and approval. 

Public Notaries that must provide 
verification of an individuals’ identity 
for eNotary and have a sponsoring 
organization for this certificate. 

These certificates are for individuals
that need to purchase an IGC 
Certificate and are required to be 
affiliated with a sponsoring 
organization.  

Using the IdenTrust website, select 
“BUY NOW” to use our Certificate 
Selection Wizard, where we will 
assist you in selecting the 
appropriate certificate type required 
for your activity. 
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Supported Browsers 

Certificate Usage 

Other Resources 

Browser Based IE 
v8+ 

Edge Chrome Firefox Safari Android 
OS 

iOS 

Browsers that 
can retrieve 
certificates 

X X X X    X 

Certificates can 
be imported into 
these browsers 

X X X X X  X 

This Certificate can be used for: 
• Digital Document and Emailing Signing
• Non-Repudiation
• Data and Email Encryption
• Two-Factor Authentication (including the EPCS Program)

Software 
Certificates 

Certificate is exportable and can be backed up 

Hardware 
Certificates 

Certificate can be backed up 
Portable certificate and can be used on any 
computer where the ActivID® software installed 

Related information available at the following links: 
Acceptable forms of Identification 
IGC Agreements and Policies  
IGC FAQs 

For IdenTrust Sales Inquiries: +1 800 748-5460 | IGCsales@identrust.com
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